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1. In attempts to develop a theoretical foundation to describe the behavior

of subjects engaged in simple learning experiments, certain authors (see, e.g., [1])

have been led to study the eigenfunctions of the operator K defined by

w -1(&X*)-        kt.x-ay)r(y)dy.
J — oo

Here, a is a real constant between zero and one, and, at least in the learning

theoretical application, k(x) is a probability density.

It has been conjectured that under reasonable hypotheses the eigenfunctions of

K are complete (in Ü, say). If this were the case, it would come as something of a

surprise, for in the two extreme cases a = 0 and a = 1 the conjecture is certainly

false. When a = 0, K has a one-dimensional range, and its eigenfunctions cannot

be complete. When a = 1, the only eigenfunctions are exponential polynomials

[2, Theorem 146], and no nontrivial exponential polynomial can be in L2.

It is of some interest, therefore, to attempt to derive a spectral theorem for K.

The character of our results is of interest too. To describe them, we need some

notation. Let K* denote the adjoint of K and JF(K%) the null space of K"^. Also,

define

JÍ = IJ JT(Kl).
n=i

We derive several expansion theorems. The last of them can be described as

follows. Every point in a certain punctured disc about the origin is an eigenvalue

of K. Choosing arbitrarily anytj^oiptinutlhia|;-d/{sc, we can find a sequence of eigen-

values having the chosen point as its only limit «point and such that the corre-
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point as zero (the case of particular significance for the learning problem;

see §5), we note the following interesting fact. Although K is not self-adjoint

(it is not even normal) and certainly is not compact, it behaves with regard to

eigenfunction representation almost as if it were both: There exists a sequence of

eigenfunctions whose only limit point is zero, and the corresponding eigenfunctions

are complete if and only if K'1 exists(2).

We have said that in the application, k is a probability density. We shall not

assume this here, since that much will not be needed. However, none of the

assumptions that we do make is inconsistent with k being a density. To avoid

having to repeat our hypotheses in the statement of every theorem, we list them

here and state once and for all that we assume them to be valid. Let k" denote

the Fourier transform of k. The assumptions we make, then, are:

(i)    0 < a < 1,

(ii)   (l + \x\)k(x)eL1,

(iii)  |JkÄ(o)|g|fc»|,

(iv)  k" 6 LF for some finite p > 0.

Also, to avoid trivial situations, we assume throughout that k is not almost every-

where  zero.

Finally, a bit more notation. The symbol C will be used to denote the set of all

functions with n derivatives, continuous on the whole real line and approaching

zero at infinity. A function will be said to be in C0 if it is in C and has compact

support. As in (iii) and (iv), the Fourier transform of a function will be denoted

by placing the symbol * after it.

2. Our first goal will be to prove

Theorem 1.   k^(0) is an eigenvalue of K of infinite multiplicity.

In view of (iii), k~(0) cannot be zero. Since a multiplicative constant may be

absorbed into X in the equation Xr = Kr, we are free to assume that

(2.1) r (o) = i.

To prove the theorem, consider the infinite product

(2.2) n*Va>) = ro*(a>).
n = 0

It converges absolutely. To see this, note that if (1 +| x \)k(x)eL1, then k~ eC1

[2, p. 174]. Thus, Taylor's theorem and (2.1) tell us that k~(co) = 1 + O(co) as

a> -* 0. For each fixed ca, therefore, the nth term in (2.2) is 1 + 0(anca) as n -► co.

Since the series 2Z(a"m) converges absolutely, it follows that the product does too.

Next, we show that (2.2) is in L2. Let k"eW, and define the positive integer N

by the inequalities 2(N — 1) < p = 2N. We assert that

(2) When KZ1 exists, the ascent of Kt is zero, so that Jf = Jf' (KO = {0}.
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is in L2. This is obvious for N = 1. Suppose PN_xeL2. For any q, denote the

norm in Lq by || ||r Using the Holder inequality in the second step, we find that

N-l

pnU = n ifc>"«)i",.,\ IP/JV

n = 0

N-2

u I fc>V>|»^If'"
sun-d [kV-1«)] P/WI

=    |Pn-iI2~2/W-   ||Jk>W-1^,"'W<»)

<   co,

by the induction hypothesis and the assumption that k~ eLp. Thus, PNeL2.

By (iii) and (2.1), no term in the product

(2.4)

[JV-l -|l-(p/2W) re» -i

n k>"o>)        n fc>"«>)
n=0 1 L»=N J

exceeds unity. Consequently,(2.4) is bounded. (2.2) can then be written as a product

of two factors, one of which, (2.3), is in L2, while the other, (2.4), is bounded.

Therefore, (2.2) in is L2. We can conclude that (2.2) is the transform of a function

r0(x) 6 L2.

This function is an eigenfunction of K corresponding to the eigenvalue unity.

In fact,

/•o»  =   ft   fc>"û>)
n=0

= k~i<o) n   k~(anco)
B=l

= k*(oj)ro(aco).

Since keL1 and r0eL2, this is equivalent to the equation r0 =Kr0 [2, Theorem 65].

It remains to prove the eigenvalue has infinite multiplicity. Let s(a>) be any

measurable, bounded, periodic function with period log (1/ a). Define r^as before,

by (2.2), and let

(2.5) r" (co) = rÔ (co) s (log | co |),

r^ e L2 since rÔ e L2 and s is bounded. Moreover,
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r~(a>)  = rôico)silog\û)\)

= k~ico)r¿(acü)s(log| co |)

= k~ioj)r¿iaco)silog\ co \ - log 1/a)

= fc~(co)r~(aco).

Thus, r, the inverse transform of r", is an eigenfunction of K.with eigenvalue

one. This proves the infinite multiplicity of the eigenvalue.

3. Perhaps it is worthwhile to point out that all of the eigenfunctions we have

so far discussed are not only in L2 but also in C° (and so in Lq for all q ^ 2).

To see this, we note that a similar argument to the one used before shows that

r~0 eL1. Since s is bounded, r*~, given by (2.5), is also in L1, so that re C°.

It is not true, however, that all eigenfunctions with eigenvalue fc~(0) are in C°

for the assumption that s is bounded was more than was needed. In fact, if s is

any measurable function with period log(l/a) such that (2.5)eL2, the corre-

sponding function r must be an eigenfunction.

4. If, as we have assumed, keL1, then fc~ eC° and, in particular, fc~(co)->0

as co -* co. Thus, the function r¡f of §2 is the product of infinitely many func-

tions, each of which approaches zero. It may then be expected that, unless k"

goes to zero very slowly indeed (which can, however, happen), r^ will go

to zero rather fast. In this section, which will be concerned with eigenvalues

other than fe"(0), it will be seen that the spectrum of K depends on how fast

r$ approaches zero.

Since r"0 is known explicitly in terms of fe", we shall have no compunctions

about making hypotheses that refer directly to rÔ rather than to k~. However,

the following fact, which is a trivial consequence of the definition of rô,

should, perhaps, be noted: // there exists an a. > 0 smcA íAaí | a> \ak~ia>)-+0 as

| co | -> oo, fAen | co \ß • r¿ ico) -► O as \ co | -> co for all ß>0.

To find the other eigenvalues of K, we shall use the easily proved

Theorem 2. Let keL1. Let X be an eigenvalue and r the corresponding

eigenfunction of K. If the integral ofr exists and does not vanish, thenX = fe^(O).

The proof takes less than a line: Ar~(0) = fc~(0)r~(0).

If r ~(0) ^ 0, the corresponding eigenvalue is fc~(0). Since we wish to discuss

other eigenvalues, we must assume that r~ (0) = 0. Accordingly, let us write

r~ico) = | co ¡"situ)»

where Re a > 0. If r is an eigenfunction and X the corresponding eigenvalue, the

equation Xr = Kr becomes, in its transformed version,

Xa~"sico) = fc~(cu)s(acu).
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Solutions are obtained by taking X = a"k^(0) and s as any of the eigenfunctions

with eigenvalue fc~(0) found in §2. Thus, we have proved part of

Theorem 3. Let rÔ(co) be given by (2.2) and suppose that | co I" r¿(co)eL2.

Then X = a"k~(0) is an eigenvalue, of infinite multiplicity, of K. A corresponding

eigenfunction is just the function whose transform is \ co |arÔ(co). // rÔ(co)

goes to zero faster than any power of co, the spectrum of K is the disc of radius

[| /c"(0) \/y/a] centered at the origin. Every point inside the punctured disc is

an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity.

We have seen that the functions

r"(co) = \co |Vo (co)

formally satisfy the eigenfunction equation

[/r(0)aa]r~(co) = k" (co)r"(aco) ,

no matter what a may be. Thus, r* is the transform of an eigenfunction whenever

it is in L2. This is clearly the case when — 1/2 < Rea ;g 0. If r$ goes to zero fast

enough, it is also true when Re a > 0. Since the function a" maps the half-plane

Re a > — 1/2 onto the disc of radius 1/^/a, we see that the disc of radius

\k*(0)\/y/a is contained in  the  spectrum.

On the other hand, the spectrum can contain no more than this disc, for

I K I =: \k~(0)\/yja. In fact, whenever reL2,

\\Kr\\22   =\\(Krr\\2

=  || k»r>co) ||2

=  |fc~(0)|2||r>co)||2

= l|r(0)|2||r»||2.

5. As we have seen, K has many eigenfunctions. Among them, r0 plays a special

role. Our purpose in this section is to illuminate that role a little further. This will

have pertinence in §6 when we discuss an eigenfunction expansion.

Consider the situation when the kernel k has compact support. (This is the case

in the learning theoretical application discussed in [1].) From one point of view,

this assumption cannot make any difference, for it is not incompatible with our

earlier hypotheses. From another, however, things are vastly changed and sim-

plified.

The reason is this. Let the support of K be contained in an interval [—a,a~\.

Let Ht denote the subspace of L2( — co, co ) consisting of functions with support

in [— t,t]. Then, as we shall presently prove, there exists a t such that Hx is an

invariant subspace of K. On Ht, moreover,
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(x) = r Kx -iKr)ix) =       fc(x - ay)riy) dy     (r e Hz).

As an operator on HT, therefore, K is compact. Consequently, its spectrum cannot

be nearly as large as indicated in Theorem 3.

Since in the application it is only the functions in Hz that have significance

(cf. [1]), it is worthwhile to study K on that space. We shall prove that on Hz, k "(0)

is still an eigenvalue of K. However, in contrast to the situation on L2,fc ~(0) is a

simple eigenvalue with eigenfunction r0. Moreover, we shall also prove that all

the eigenfunctions of K on Hz are related to r0 in a very simple way.

Before proceeding with this program, we must show that K maps Hz into

itself. We state this fact as

Lemma 1.    Suppose that k is zero outside an interval [ — o,o~\. If

a
(5.1) t =-
v     ' 1 — a

then Hz is an invariant subspace of K.

Since the support of k is in [ — a,d\, kT is an entire function of exponential

type a. Similarly, if re H z (for any t), r" is an entire function of exponential

type t. Therefore,

iKr)~ = k"(a>)r~(aa>)

is also entire, of type a +az. Taking z to be defined by (5.1), we find the type of

(Kr)~ to be just t again. If k e L1, the Paley-Wiener theorem [3] can be invoked to

assert that KreHz, as claimed.

With the machinery developed in the preceding sections, it is easy to prove the

following result.

Theorem 4. Let k satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. TAen, /e~(0) is an

eigenvalue ofK. Exactly one of the corresponding eigenfunctions is in Hziwhere x

is related to a by (5.1)). TAws, as an operator on HT, K has fc~(0) as a simple

eigenvalue. The corresponding eigenfunction is r0.

The first conclusion is just Theorem 1. To prove the rest, define

r£ as before, by (2.2), and consider the functions

Pfo) =   Il k~ia"co).
n = 0

Since fc~ is entire, so is p»7, and p£ is of exponential type

N 1 _ nN+lZn        i — a
a a = —:-a.

B=0 1-a
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It follows that r0 e Hz.

To prove r0 to be the only such eigenfunction, let r be another. Then, rhas

compact support, and rA is entire. In particular, r" is continuous. Since, by

hypothesis (see  (2.1))   rÔ(0)^0,  we  may  write

r~(co)  = rô(w)s(o}),

where s(co) is continuous in a neighborhood of co = 0.

Also, s(co) satisfies the equation

s(co)  = s(aco),

so that

s(ca) = s(a"(o)

for all n. The continuity property of s can now be seen to entail s(co) = s(0), so

that r~ is a constant multiple of r^, as required.

As we saw in §3, r0 e C°. Actually, when k has compact support,

r0eCo,so that r0 is not only continuous in [ — t,t] and zero outside this interval,

but goes continuously to zero at the ends. Under the conditions of Theorem 3,

however, much more than this is true. Then, in fact, | co |>o 6^ f°r any n» so

that r0 e C". This is crucial for

Theorem 5. Let k satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1, and let r$ approach

zero faster than any power. Then, for any non-negative integer n, Xn = a"fc~(0)

is an eigenvalue of K with a corresponding eigenfunction in Hx. For each n

there is only one such eigenfunction, and it is the derivative r(0"\

To avoid carrying the constant factor fc^(0) in the computations, normalize k

as before, by (2.1). Define r„ = r(0n), and consider

a"r,r(co)   = an(-ico)nro(co)

= an(-ico)"k~(co)r2(aco)

= k~(co)r~(aco).

Thus, a" is an eigenvalue with  corresponding eigenfunction r„. r„eHz, since

r0eC%nHt.

Again, let p„ be another such eigenfunction. According to Theorem 2,

p~(0) = 0. Since p~ is entire, we may set p,f(co) = co""o-n(co) for some integer p„

and some entire function a„ that does not vanish at co = 0. The eigenfunction

equation gives

(5.1) o-„(co) = a^-'kT (co)a„(aco),

so that
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a„i(o) = [><*•-"> "n  k~iamco)]crniaNco).
L m=0 J

If p„ — n > 0, it follows that a„ is identically zero, since a < 1. If p„ — n <0,

rj„ must be infinite almost everywhere. Thus, pn = n. It now follows from (5.1)

(with p„ =n) and Theorem 5 that an is a constant multiple of r0. Consequently,

apart from a constant factor, p„ is r„, and this completes the proof.

6. In this section, we derive a sort of spectral theorem for K. Although the

spectrum of K is an entire disc, an expansion theorem will be found involving

only the eigenvalues a"fc~(0) and the corresponding eigenfunctions rn = r^.

As we pointed out in §5, these are the only eigenfunctions of interest in the appli-

cation.

First, we need

Lemma 2.   Let e*1*1 fix) e L1 for some ô>0. Then, the equations

(6.1) f" x"/(x)dx=0,     b-0,1,-,
J — co

imply  that f is zero  almost everywhere.

The following proof is a modification of one due to Hardy [4]. Consider

r tf ^     a     r ti ,v(-i)no>2nx2n .
fix) cos cox dx   = fix) L -—7VTÏ- dx

./-co J-«, (2n)!

/        l\n^.2n      /»go

= o

by (6.1), the interchange being justified for | co | < <5 by the convergence of

f°° ¡fix) | S l^fÇ dx=   r   fix) cosh | cox | dx .

In a similar way, we can show that

fix) sin cox dx =0
i

for | co | < 5. Thus, /"(©) = 0 for | co | < Ô. But eô]xfix) e Ü, so that f^co)

is analytic in the strip I Im co\<ô. Thus, /^(co) a 0 and the lemma follows.

The condition e^'^x) e L1 is rather strong and in Theorem 7 below we shall

assume (essentially) that k" satisfies it. To see that we shall not be assuming too

much (or at least not much too much), let us note that the condition cannot be

replaced by ea|*'jf(x) eL1 for any a<l.  For, the function
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/(x) = |x|expí - |x|"cos-^j    sin/1 x |asin -^-j

clearly satisfies eâM*f(x) eL1. On the other hand, it also satisfies (6.1) whenever

0 < a < 1, as a straightforward computation shows.

We shall also need

Lemma 3.   Define the set Jf by (1.1). Then,

^• = {/eL2:/>K(co)=0 a.e.},

so that Jf is a closed linear subspace of L2.

Consider the operator jK. It is defined explicitly by the formula

the bardenoting the complexconjugate. Thus,/ e Jf (KJif and only if k "(co)/"(co)

is zero almost everywhere. In a similar way, one can see that f e Jf^O if and

only if

/» n fcVrc)
i¡ = 0

is zero almost everywhere. It is now but a step to prove (6.2). That Jf is closed is

then a consequence of the fact that r^ is bounded.

Since Jf is closed, it makes sense to speak of its orthogonal complement and

of the orthogonal projection on Jf. We denote these objects by Jf'1 and P,

respectively.

The problem of finding a spectral resolution of K is, of course, the same as that

of finding projections that reduce it. As a first step in this program, we note that P

does this job.

Theorem 6. P reduces K. Moreover, if r is any eigenfunction of K with a

nonzero eigenvalue, Pr = 0.

We have to show first that PK = KP. Define the set £ to be the set of all real

zeros of »-¿'(co), and let % be the characteristic function of the complement of £.

Then, P is just multiplication by x'-

(P/)^= z(co)/».
Therefore,

(6.3) iKPff = f (co) X(aco)f >co)

while

(6.4) iPKff = z(co)k~(to)f~(to).
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If k "(co) =0, (6.3) and (6.4) are obviously equal. Now, yfco) is zero if and only if

ro(co) is. At any point where fc"(co) t^O, however, rÔ(co) is zero if and only if

Tq (aco) is zero, as (2.2) shows. Thus, at those points where k~(co) # 0,%(co) =%(aco)

and (6.3) and (6.4) are again equal. This proves the first part of Theorem 6.

The second part tells us that none of the eigenfunctions we have so far considered

can be in Jf. Its proof is very simple. If fe Jf, there is an integer n suchthat

K"f=0. Letting parentheses denote the inner product in L2, we see that if r

satisfies the conditions of the theorem,

(r,f)  = ~ (K"r,f)

= -jjT (r,Klf)

= 0.

Thus, r e J/"1- and Pr = 0.

We now derive

Theorem 7. Suppose that for some <5>0, k"(co)=0(e~SM) as co-*± co.

Then, the function r0(x) is the restriction to the real axis of a function ana-

lytic in the strip

(6.5) lIm*l<i~-

All its derivatives, as well as r0 itself, are eigenfunctions of K, the eigenvalue

corresponding to the nth derivative being a"fe"(0). Moreover, the eigenfunctions

ro) span the space jV1. Finally, if the set of real zeros of fe"(co) has zero

Lebesgue measure, JT = {0}, so that the sequence {r^} is complete.

As usual, let us normalize k by (2.1). Then, by hypothesis, | fe" | :§ 1, so that

\r~0ico)\ áNfl  |fe>"co)|
lt=0

=   O I exp   - ô\ co |  ■ y——   I   as co->± co

(6.6)

for every positive integer N. Let x be a complex number in the strip (6.5). Choosing

N so large that

(6.7) \imx\<ôi1^Ç,

we see from (6.6) that the function
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ro(*) = ¿ í Vterê(û>) do

is defined at x. It is also analytic there for, by (6.6) and (6.7), differentiation can be

carriedoutundertheintegralsign. That all the derivatives r0n) are eigenfunctions

with corresponding eigenvalues a" now follows as in the proof of Theorem 5.

To prove the completeness, we have to show that whenever feJf \ the equations

i
(6.8) /(x)r<,nTx)dx=0,     »=0,1,-,

J— CO

imply that/ is almost everywhere zero. Let/ satisfy (6.8). Then, by virtue of

Parseval's equation,

/:
/ "(co)r0"(co)co" dco = 0,     n = 0,1, •

But/"(co)ro(co) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2, so that

/"(co)ro(co) = 0 a.e.

By Lemma 3, this means that/e Jf. life Jf1- also,/must be zero almost every-

where, as we wanted to prove.

The last sentence of the theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3,

for if fe" is zero on a set of measure zero only, the same is true of r$ .Thus,

(6.2) gives that fe Jf if and only if/" (and, therefore,/) is zero almost every-

where.

7. As we have pointed out, the growth condition in Theorem 8 is very re-

strictive. It excludes many interesting cases, the most important occurring when k

has compact support. (If fe"(co) = 0(ea|<"'), k is the restriction to the real

axis of an analytic function; it cannot, therefore, have compact support.) It is our

purpose in this section to derive a theorem without use of the offending condition.

There is difficulty here. As the example following the proof of Lemma 3 shows,

the eigenfunctions r0"^ cannot be expected to be complete (even when J/~ = {0})

unless a strong growth condition is satisfied. The possibility of getting around

this by utilizing the other eigenfunctions of K will be explored in §8. Because of

the discussion in §5, however, we proceed otherwise for now. As will be seen, it is

possible to derive an interesting and unusual form of expansion theorem even

when fe" is not exponentially small at infinity.

Set

fe"(co,<5)=e"dWfe"(<ü),

and define the operator K(ô) by

[K(<5)r](x) =   P k(x-ay,d)r(y) dy.
J — 00
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The eigenfunctions of K(ô) depend on those of K in a very simple way, as the

following result shows.

Theorem 8. If r is any eigenfunction of K, then the function whose transform

is

r~(œ,ô)=e-s\'ùmi-a)r~(co)

is an eigenfunction of K(ô) with the same eigenvalue as r. In particular, defining

rZ(co,ó)=e-Wi-*r;(co),

the functions

r0n)(x,ô)=f^r0(x,ô)

are all eigenfunctions of K(S) with eigenvalues a" fc~(0).

In fact,

k~(co,ô)r(aco,ô)  = [e_i!|m|fc"(co)][e-aá|w|/(1-',) r~(aco)]

= Xr~ (co,ö)t

if r has the eigenvalue X. The rest of the theorem is just the firstpartof Theorem 7

applied to K(o).

k(x,S) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 7. Also, since the zeros of k~(oo,ô)

and /c~(co) coincide,

00

Jf(ô)  =  (J   Jf(Kl(ô))
n=0

= Jr,

as Lemma 3 shows. Thus, the sequence \t(q(x,8)}   is complete in Jfx, a set

that depends only on K and not on S.

We have therefore proved

Theorem 9.   The function r0(x,ô) defined by

r0(x,<5)=e-a|û,|/(1-o)rÔ(co)

is an eigenfunction of K(S)for every ô > 0, as are all of its derivatives. These

eigenfunctions span Jfx. If the set of real zeros of k ~(co) has Lebesgue measure

zero, P =0, so that r0(x,ô) and its derivatives are complete in L2.

Because of the importance of that case, it is worthwhile mentioning that // k

has compact support, the set of zeros of fc~ has measure zero, so that P =0.

For then, k~ is entire.
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8. We have just seen that the functions r¿n)(or at least approximations to them)

are complete in Jfx. However, this result is somewhat unsatisfactory since the

functions r0"\x,8) are not eigenfunctions of K, but of K(S). To obtain an expansion

in terms of eigenfunctions of K itself, it is necessary to abandon the restriction to

the functions r¿n). We shall do this now and shall see that Theorem 9 is a special

case of the much more general result described in §1.

We shall, in fact, prove

Theorem 10.   Let Xx be any point in the annulus

|r(0)|á|A»|á|feA(0)|/v«.

Then, there exists a sequence {Xn} of eigenvalues and a sequence {r„} of cor-

responding eigenfunctions of K with the following properties:

I. Xn -» Aœ as n -* oo ;

II. the sequence {rn} is complete in Jf\

If,for some ß> -1/2,  | co \ßr0((o)eL2, Xm may be taken to lie in

(8.1) \k~(0)\aß?Z\Xx\i\k~(0)\a-112,

and if r0(co) approaches zero faster than any power, Xx may be any point in the

disc

lA^zglk»!«-1'2.

Since o/j"o(co) 's always in L2 if — 1/2< ß^O the last part of the theorem

implies the first. It therefore suffices to assume | co \ßro(co)eL2 and Xœ lies in

(8.1).
We have seen in Theorem 3 that, with this hypothesis, the interior of (8.1)

is in the point spectrum of K, and that if X = k"(0)a", an eigenfunction with

this eigenvalue is just the inverse transform of | co \xrÔ(co). It can be verified

immediately that the transform of another such eigenfunction is | co |a/"o(co)sgnco.

If Theorem 10 were false, then, there would exist a function fe Jfx such that

/•OO

/ ^(co)/*o (co)of" dco
JO

is zero for any sequence {a„} lying entirely in the strip — 1/2 < Re a < ß and

whose limit, ax say, satisfies

Xoo=k~(0)a*">.

If Xx ̂  0, it follows that the function

Í00/ ~(co)f-o (co)cox dco
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is identically zero in a neighborhood of aM. But <¡>(c¿) is analytic for —1/2 < Re a < ß ;

its derivative, in fact, is

/•CO

$'(a) =      / "(œ)r^ (co)co01 log co dco.
Jo

Consequently, <j)(a) = 0 for - 1/2 < Re a < /?. Writing 0 in the form

/»CO

«?(*)= [/ VK(e')] d" dt,
J— CO

we see that it is a two-sided Laplace transform zero in a strip. This is enough

[5, Theorem VI.6.6b] to imply that

(8.2) /"(co)r0"(co)=0

for almost all positive co. A similar proof applies when Xx = 0.

Since we can show just as easily that (8.2) holds when co is negative, we conclude

from Lemma 3 that feJf. By assumption, feJ/"-1, so that/=0 almost everywhere.

This  completes  the  proof.
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